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Electric lamps
Past and Present

In 1879 the British inventor, chemist and businessman,
Joseph Wilson Swan, demonstrated the first successful
electric filament lamp.

This was the most significant step in lighting since man had
learnt to thread fibrous 'wicks'through dead fishes and birds
to make primitive oil lamps, as it was to bring cheap and
convenient light to millions and roll back the night for ever.

But the harnessing of the mysterious new force of electricity
to produce flameless light for the many, depended not only
on the pioneers who first produced electric lamps, but also on
the entrepreneurs and mass producers who were to take this
light source, develop it, and make it available to everyone at a
cost of only a few shillings per bulb.

This booklet is published to celebrate Swan's achievement
and to celebrate sixty years in which Thorn Lighting has
developed as the leading force in the huge modern lighting
industry we have today.
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There is no doubt that it was
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The packed hall is hushed. All
eyes focus on one man, Joseph
Swan.

He makes a connection and a

small glass bulb begins to glow with
surprising brilliance, and stays
glowing. Swan speaks, telling the
audience of his flameless light; his
'electric incandescent vacuum
lamp'. Few members of the
audience could have been in any
doubt that they were watching
history being made.

This demonstration, on February
3rd 1879, before 7oo members and
guests of the Newcastle Literary
and Philosophical Society, is now
a iegend in the north-east of
England. Oddly, not many people
realise that Newcastle is the
birthplace of the light bulb. But the
history of lighting is full of
surprrses.

practical filament lamp, an
invention every bit as revolutionary
as the wheel or the steam engine.
But Swan was also the first to
recognise that he was only the
catalyst - the one who had
succeeded in focusing several
strands of developing technology
towards the final brilliant
achievement. Swan reached the
summitl others before him had set
up the base camp and marked the
route.

But let's start the story a little
further back * in the so-called 'age
ofelegance'.
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For several thousand years man
used oil lamps - or wax candles - as

his main artificial light source.
Nobody could call them technically
interesting; though doubtless in
their day they were indispensible
and even now some of the most

brilliant people in lighting research
would probably admit that for
romance and atmosphere the candle
is still a very attractive light source.

The use of coal gas was a major
development, though it had its
drawbacks because it was both
poisonous and explosive, but
nevertheless the rSth and rgth
centuries did bring effective gas
lighting to many towns and this was
a major advance on what had gone
before. Very superior types ofoil
lamp were developed. But all these
light sources had one thing in
common. They worked by burning
fuel to produce light from a flame.

In the rgth century 'chemical
light'was discovered. Instead of
simply burning fuel, experimenters
found that better light could be
made by using the fuel indirectly
to heat a chemical which then
glowed brightly.

One of the first examples of this
method of producing light worked
by heating quicklime to incan-
descence. It was used in early
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theatre floodlighting (hence the
expression'in the limelight'). Later
it was found that certain materials
glowed even more brightly than
quicklime when heated, but only
when in 1885 Count Aver von
Welsbach invented the incan-
descent gas mantle, using thorium,
was the idea widely applied.
However, light was still being
produced indirectly, by the use of
a flame, with all the mess and
inconvenience that went with it.

But by now man had discovered -
and started to learn to harness - the
most fundamental energy source of

all. Clean, without smell, invisible,
almost intangible but incredibly
powerful - Electricity.

Xfise frsxvisf,fu$e flmree

It was Dr. lTilliam Gilbert,
physician to Elizabeth I, who first
coined the word'electricity', from
the Greek word'elektron', meaning
amber. Gilbert was interested in
phenomena associated with
magnetism and what we now call
'static' electricity and he used
amber in his experiments at court.

Far LeJt Sir Joseph Swan at work in
his laboratory.
Abooe Count Aver oon lYelsbach brought
about an improxement in the light produced
by the burning of afuel when he inaented
the incandescent gas mantle, in r 8 8 5,
Abooe LeJt For rhousands oJ years
before the rgth century, man had relied on
burning natural fats and oils in candles;
and oil lamps such as this.
Belou Dr. William Gilbert
demonstrating static electicity to Queen
Elizabeth I. It was Gilbert who first
coined the word'electricity' ,from the
Gr eek word' elektron' meaning amber.
Amber was one of the materials he used
to demonstrate static.



Regrettably he died without ever
understanding the full significance
of his parlour tricks ; and nobody
knew what electricity was - only
what it did.

To a large extent this is still true
today. Our knowledge of electricity
(despite Einstein's revelations about
the relationship between energy and
matter) is still largely empirical.
But world-wide curiosity about
electricity was unquenchable and
it is worth noting the next famous
name in our story - Benf amin
Franklin.

Franklin was convinced that
lightning was caused by this new-
fangled thing called electricity. To
prove it he flew a kite, on a silk line
with a metal key at the end, during
a thunderstorm. When he placed

his finger near the key a spark
iumped from the key to his finger.

Franklin did not realise how
dangerous this experiment was -
but fortunately he was not
electrocuted and lived on to help
set up the American constitution !

Incidentally, it was Franklin who
invented bifocal spectacles. A man
who could turn his hand to
anything, it seems.
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Two gentlemen who are perhaps
better known because their names
have passed into electrical
terminology are Volta and Galvani.

Around r8oo Alessandro Volta's
experiments led him to demonstrate
the first primitive battery, made
from alternate plates ofzinc and
silver. Volta's batteries were, of
course, nothing like present day
batteries, but the principle had
been established, and Volta's name
lives on as one of the most
frequently used electrical terms -
the volt.

A contemporary of Volta's was
Luigi Galvani, and who has not
heard of the galvanometer ? - or
used the expression 'he was
galvanised into activity'? But some
historic figures, like King Alfred
and his burnt cakes, are mainly
remembered for ridiculous things,
So it is with Galvani, who is
remembered for his frog's legs. He

LeJt Benj amin Fr anklin, b etter known
as an t8th Century American politician,
risked electrocution when he used a kite
during a storm to show that lightn'ing was
caused by electricity.
Belous Thefirst primitizse battery (or
'xoltaic pile') was demonstrated around
tSoo by AlessandroVoha. The xolt uas
named after him.
Bottotn ImPressed withVolta's
battery, Napoleon thought that electricity
might contain the kq,, to life itself .



liked eating them and one day hung
some out to dry on a metal balcony
railing. A storm brewed and he
noticed the legs twitching. He
concluded that muscles were
activated by electrical impulses and
called this effect 'galvanism' or
' animal magnetis m'. (Pedants
please note that the term never did
and has not now anything to do
with sex attraction.) Galvani is
assured ofhis place in history;
perhaps in passing we should spare
a thought for the frogs, animals

Right Gastronome Luigi Galaani
noticed that frogs legs, being prepared.for
eating, twitched when a thunderstorm wds
brewing. He realised that muscles were
activated by minute electrical impulses, He
called the effect'animal magnetism' ,

Middle Right Machines and
experiments by Golaani inaest igating
'galoanism'.
Belous Humphrey Dazty uas thefrsr
man to produce artif.cial light frotn
electricity, demonstrating this carbon arc
lamp as early as 18ro,
Bottorn Right Carbon arc lighting
outside the Royal Exchange in r88 t .

which always seem to play an
unwitting part in the march of
science as well as gastronomy.

It was the widely respected
scientist Humphrey Davy who was
the first to show that electricity
could be used to produce artificial
light. $flell known later for his
miner's safety lamp, Davy

demonstrated an electric light as
early as r8ro. This was an arc lamp;
light being produced by an electric
arc (or continuous 'spark') passing
between two rods ofcarbon -
almost touching - when a high
voltage was applied.

Arc lamps came near to joining
the mainstream of lighting r5o
years ago. But there were problems;
the carbon burned away rapidly
and needed frequent adiustment,
the process was smoky and messy,
and there was no electricity supply
industry to maintain a constant
mains voltage. So these lamps did
not develop quickly; though arc
lamps can produce very bright
Iight indeed (remember the wartime
searchlights ?) and were actually
used for public lighting in the
Place de la Concorde, Paris, in r 83o
and somewhat later outside
London's Royal Exchange.



Almost from the days of the early
experimenters it was comparatively
easy to show that electricity could
produce light. Franklin's
demonstration had established that
beyond doubt, fcir what is brighter
than a flash of lightning? But an
electric light is useless for most
practical purposes unless it burns
continuously. Hitherto the
experimenters had only been able
to demonstrate the'flash-bang'
principle, but proper artificial
illumination using electricity
needed some form of continuous
electric current.

Batteries were hardly adequate
for continuous domestic or
commercial illumination ; they
had their uses in scientific
demonstrations but were absolutely
impractical for the development of
electricity as a major source of
artificial illumination, and the man
who made the biggest contribution
to the whole science ofelectrical

engineering; who virtually showed
how the continuous generation and
distribution of controlled current
was possible, was Michael Faraday.

Faraday brought law and order
to the mass of existing data and
research on electricity. In r83r he
established the basic principles of
electric dynamos and the first
beginnings of the generating
industry. rX/e all owe a terrific debt
to Faraday.

Naturally, in the latter half of the
rgth century many experimenters
became aware that electricity, when
passed through a filament of some
kind, could make it glow.

The problem, of course, was that
when burned in air the filament
combined with oxygen and after a

short but brilliant life ceased to
exist. In other words, where
oxygen is present the filament
burns away in just the same manner
that coal does on a fire. Clearly, if

a filament could be heated in an
atmosphere free ofoxygen, or even
in a vacuum, a practical incan-
descent light would be possible.

It also has to be borne in mind
that apart from problems ofelectrical
engineering, the creation ofa good
vacuum in the r86o's and 7o's was
a major scientific problem in itself.
However, it is at this point that we
must turn to the hero of our story,
Joseph $7ilson Swan.

ffimxm&wm m$eke &mmp

Joseph STilson Swan was born
in Sunderland in r 828 of Scottish
descent. He had a fertile mind and
though he left school at 13,
launched himself into a scientific
career by becoming apprenticed to
a Sunderland firm ofdruggists.

In r846 he joined his friend and
future brother-in-law, John
Mawson, as a chemist and druggist
in Newcastle, later becoming a

partner in the firm.
Swan first tried the idea of

passing current through a thin
filament to make it glow white hot,
in the late r84o's but since at that
time an efficient vacuum pump was
not available, he had to put the idea
on one side.

At the time most public interest
was centred on carbon arc lighting.
But it was clear that if a carbon
filament lamp could be made it
would be cleaner and more
convenient. However, Swan's
interest in carbon did not end with
electric lighting.

Passionately interested in
photography, he became widely
known as an expert on this subiect
and succeeded in simplifying the
development and washing of
photographic plates (then a rather
complicated process) by applying

Left Michael Faraday brought law
and order to the confusing mass of existing
data and research on electricity in the
earb) nineteenth century. He laid down
the theoretical groundwork which made
possible the large-scale generation of
electricity. This, in turn, uas to spread
the benefits of lighting to nearly eoeryone.

Opposite Lighting pioneer Joseph
Wilson Swan.





a carbon tissue coating to the
emulsion, ensuring easier
development and greater
permanence. The process was
commercially successful and many
excellent prints survive to this day.

But to return to lighting, the
main problem was to achieve a
good vacuum, to avoid the filament
burning away, and until Sprengel
introduced an efficient vacuum
pump in the early'7o's this seemed
impossible.

In r 875 Swan learnt that a

Birkenhead bank clerk, Charles
Stearn, had been carrying out
experiments with high vacuum for
Sir !7illiam Crooks (to whom we
are indebted for the first cathode
ray tube, which later developed into
the television screens we use today)
using the Sprengel pump. He wrote
to him, then began to supply
filaments to him for mounting in
glass bulbs which were then
evacuated ofair.

By December r878, Swan,
Stearn and a young glass blower,
Fred Topham, had produced a
number of working light bulbs, one
of which Swan showed but did not
light at a meeting of the Chemical
Society at Newcastle.

In January r879 he exhibited his
incandescent carbon filament lamp
at Sunderland and operated it
during the lecture. Then, in
February, came the famous public
lecture to over 7oo people in
Newcastle, repeated to an audience
of 5oo at Gateshead in March.

After several thousand years of
oil, smoke, gas, candles and- when
all else failed - the moon, Joseph
Swan had succeeded in turning
night into day at the'click of a
switch'.

The secret of Swan's success was
to heat the filament to incan-
descence as the air was pumped
from the bulb. This got rid of stray
pockets of air in the filament, which
had caused rapid blackening in
previous experimental lamps.

Swan worked with Stearn to
improve the filament and in r88o
introduced a filament of carbon on
parchmentised thread which was to
become an industry standard for
years. Swan, though urged by
Stearn to patent the lamp, thought
that the broad features were not
patentable, and this was why
Thomas Edison, who hit on the
same technique as Swan in October
r 879, was granted the first British
patent on a carbon filament vacuum
lamp.

Nevertheless, the future of
Swan's lamp was assured. By r88r,
the newly formed Swan Electric
Lamp Company was producing
lamps in commercial quantities at
a new factory in Benwell,
Newcastle.

Many firsts then followed; the
first shop lighting - Swan's

Top Left This original Swan lamp
is the type uhich so impressed the
Neucastle Literary and Philosophical
Society. The lamp has a carbonflament
and an indfuidually blown glass bulb.
Bottotn Left Sraff at the Benwell
f actory, near Newcastle, where the uorld's
fi.rst commercial production of filament
lamps took place. Swan opened the factory
in t88r afterforming the Swan Electric
Lamp Company.



chemist's shop at Newcastle - the
first ship, the 'City of Richmond';
the first private residence to be
electrically lit, the home of Sir
!7illiam Armstrong at Cragside,
Northumberland; followed by the
lighting of the House of
Commons, a special train and the
d'O1,1ey Carte-managed Savoy
Theatre in London.

In r883, Swan joined forces with
Edison to form the Edison and
Srvan United Electric Light
Company. Their joint names lived
on as Thorn Lighting's Ediswan
brand until quite recently. Now the
brand is not used in Britain but it
is remembered.

Right Early Swan and EdisoniSwan
catalogues. The' Ediswan' brand name
r.esulted from the decision of the two
lnaentor s to co-oper ate.
Belous A Newcastle street lit by Swan
lamps.



Swan went on to become
president ofthe Institution of
Electrical Engineers (r898199), first
president ofthe Faraday Society
(r9o4) and continued to work on
inventions, particularly in photo-
engraving. He was elected to the
Royal Society in r894, which he
regarded as his greatest honour,
and knighted in r9o4.

By the time he died in r9r4,
Swan had done more than any other
man to bring the convenience and
power of electric lighting to the
masses. Truly he helped to roll
back the night and start a new era
in man's control of his environment.

Belous Earlg Jilament lamps. The
earliest lamps had filaments of carbonised
thread or paper, though carbonised
bamboo fibre - introduced in t 88 o - proxed
more durable. In t89j improxedfilaments
were made by squirting a solution of
cellulose through a round die and
carbonising the thread so obtained.
Filaments could then be made of a4t
length or diameter, Tungsten filaments
first appeared about r 9o6.
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also carry current to it from the
contacts in the cap, these in turn
being in contact with the lamp
socket.

The filament'burns out' if air
is present so it is enclosed by an
airtight glass envelope, or bulb,
which is exhausted of air and
refilled at a low pressure with a
quantity ofinert gas, usually argon
and nitrogen (or sometimes
krypton) introduced after air is
pumped out. This enables the
filament to operate at higher
temperatures because the presence
ofthe gas reduces the rate of
evaporation of the metal filament.

It is not difficult to understand
the working principle of the
filament lamp. Electric current,
flowing in a wire which is
extremely thin and, therefore, of
high resistance) heats it almost
instantaneously to a temperature
at which it becomes incandescent;
that is, white hot and giving offa
bright light.

The filament, which is flexib1e,
is supported by rigid wires which

Atmosphere of argon
and nitrogen at low
pressure

Glass bulb

Lead,fsupport wire

Support wires

Stem and mount
assembly with
exhaust tube

Ballotini fuse

Modern fiiament
incandescent lamp



It may be difficult to imagine
tungsten wire evaporating, but it
does, getting thinner and thinner -
and eventually the lamp fails.

The picture shows a modern
filament bulb and though there are
billions of them, each one is a
miracle of engineering. The
filament is probably the hottest
object you are likely to meet in
normal life - up to z5oo'C, hot
enough to melt brick. Some
speciai lamp filaments (in halogen
lamps) reach 3ooo'C, enough to
melt asbestos.

Few materials can withstand
these temperatures continuously.
Carbon can, but tungsten is the one
now used in lamps. It has a melting
point of34ro'C and is a hard,
brittle metal, difficult to work, yet
to make a fllament it is drawn
through a die so fine that it emerges
with a perfectly even cross section
as little as .oor72 ins (or .o437 mm)
in diameter.

To achieve the right resistance
to current at mains voltage and a
useful length of glowing
incandescent wire, the filament
must be rather long - far longer

Abooe Modernfilaments are made of
tungsten, a material which can withstand
extremely high temperatures. So that
they can be heated to incandescence
quickly with a minimum amount of current
they are made extremely fine - f ar finer
than a human hair, as this picture shows.

than the gap between the support
wires, so the filament is wound into
a tiny coil. In the best modern
lamps this is itself coiled to form a

'coiled coil' filamentr so that the
lamp operates even more efficiently.
The filament in an average good
quality roo\X/ household bulb
unwinds to r r47mm!

The thickness of the filament
must be constant, and every coil
and double coil accurate to within
a few millionths of an inch. You
may have noticed that if any
uneveness develops in the element
ofan electric fire, you see'hot'and
'cold' spots. In something as tiny
and precise as a lamp filament,
this could result in early failure.
Such extraordinary precision
engineering is far greater even than
that found in a Rolls-Royce jet
engine.

Another wonder is that filaments
last so long. Bulbs must be
completely exhausted of air so that
the hot wire does not oxydise. It
was Swan who discovered that, to
make bulbs last, the filament should
be heated even while the bulb is
being pumped out because a new
filament has stray pockets of air
trapped in it and the bulb must not
be sealed until these have been
driven out by heat.

The lamp pioneers could not
seal their bulbs reliably, and lamps
often'leaked' some time after they
had been finished. This was
because during any temperature
change the lamp glass tended to
expand or contract more slowly
than the lead-in wires, causing
seals to crack. Modern bulbs use
platinum-to-glass seals since
platinum, though expensive, has an
expansion rate matching that of
glass.

Miraculous though it seemed at
the time, even the experts admit
that the filament light bulb is an
inefficient piece of mechanism.

It produces much more heat
than light; over 9o% ofthe energy
is wasted as heat, less than ro?l
being converted to light.

We have seen how hot the
filament must be and thar it must
be sealed into an enclosing envelope
which is first exhausted to high
vacuum then filled with an inert
gas. The fine filament must be

connected to terminals and, though
suspended freely in space, must
withstand shaking and vibration.
The envelope must be of
transparent fragile material, glass,
so that the light may be seen, and
the entire unit must be robust
enough to be stacked and carried
by road, rail, sea and air so that it is
accessible to everyone. In other
words, it is nearly impossible and a
modern engineer instructed to
develop such a device from scratch
might well ask for years to do it and
a budget of millions. Especially
when told that each ofthe final
units must not cost more than a

few pence I

Yet this is the lamp which has
brought true light without flame
and is still the most widely used
form ofartificial light. \)7hy?

One answer is convenience. The
filament lamp is compact, easily
held in the hand or carried in a

shopping bag. Not a lot of material
is used in its construction and, as it
can be mass produced, costs can be
kept reasonably low. It is self
contained, requiring no separate
apparatus and no technical
knowledge is needed to use it.

A modern bulb lasts a long time,
does not need parts replacing and
can tolerate changes in temperature
and humidity. It weighs very
little and can simply be hung on
the end of the wire flex used to
bring it power (though we hasten
to add that this all-too-common
form of usage is not recommended -
live wires should nezter be useci to
take stress), and its light is virtually
instantaneous. It also has an
excellent safety record. Altogether
a most practical lamp for the
householder.

The other answer, perhaps, is
price. Although bulbs are not
efficient users of electricity, they
are cheap to buy and install. More
efficient light sources are more
expensive to buy, and, to the
layman, more complex to use.
Although thecolour of tungsten
light is appealing, it is technicall,v
bad for colour rendering (so is
sunshine, incidentally) but the
yellowish white of the light bulb
seems to be psychologicalll'
acceptable. All in all, Joseph
Swan's light bulb q'ii1 be around
for quite a while,vet.
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Much progress has been made since
Swan's spectacular demonstration.
To appreciate this we have only to
contrast the way people now accept
the benefit of electric light - without
giving it a thought - with how
strange it seemed in the early days.

This wall piaque (dating from
r88o) reassured people that the
new invention was safe.

Of course, the light bulb could
not be used by everyone until the
electricity generating industry had
evolved. W'hen, within a month of
his famous Newcastle lecture, Swan
installed lamps at the first private
house to be lit (Sir William
Armstrong's home in
Northumberland), the lamps were
powered by a water-driven dynamo.
Most early installations included
their own DC generator and
storage batterv. Incidentally, Swan
made a number of improvements
in the lead-acid accumulator.

This extract (right) from an r883
Swan catalogue shows how power
generation was often included as
part of the installation. Note the
item'year's wages for engine
driver at 3oi- per week'. In those
days you needed a man to mind the
donkey engine and regulate the
voltage. Note also that lamps were
expensive compared with the cost
of the fuel. This was partly because
they were produced only in small
quantities.

For years it remained simpler to
operate anything electrical from
small generators, which is why
electric lighting tended to be used
first for ships, trains and in places
which had their own power supply

Aboae, Right {, Belou Probably
the earliest home to be lit by electric light
bulbs was that of industrialist Sir William
Armstr ong at Crag side, Northumb erland,
The installation was powered by a uater-
driaen dynanto,

C.apital cost including inrtdhtio of boibr
and dynsmos .Jf{p
Annualcostfor r4,ooorniuofelctrtiry..... .......Qt*S
Brcakdown of Annud C.ot Fmsr:
Year's wlges for coginc &iver et 36 rhillingr
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Witnesses tell us that when the
R M S Titanic sank in r9rz, she
went down with her electric lights
still burning ! This historic oddity
is worth noting, though it does not
lessen the tragedy ofthat awful
sinking.

Naturally, the demand for
electric lighting forced the pace in
the electricity supply industry.
l7henever electricity came to an
area, electric lamps followed
immediately. Lamp factories grew
up to satisfy the demand; one of
the earliest was the Benwell
(Newcastle) factory of the Swan
Electric Light Company. (This
company later changed its name to
the Edison and Swan United
Electric Light Company when its

joint founders agreed to pool
resources rather than fight in the
courts.)

Meanwhile, the lamps themselves
were improving.'Squirted'
filaments of carbonised cellulose
proved easier to produce, but by
19o6 filaments of tungsten were
appearing. Tungsten, though
obviously superior to carbon, was
very hard to work with, but by r9o9
it was possible to draw a fine wire
from specially processed tungsten
by using dies. Filaments made from
this 'ductile' form oftungsten have
been used ever since.

Pre-r9ro was the age ofthe
pioneers, who faced plenty of
challenge in simply making lamps
that worked. After rgro - roughly

the modern era in lighting - lamps
worked and the priorities were to
produce them in vast quantities
efficiently so that the price could be
held down, and to sell them all over
the world. Inevitably, the business
entrepeneur became important as
small companies were formed and,
as these grew or merged into larger
companies, it was not long before
light bulbs were being produced in
hundreds, thousands, then millions.
It is estimated that British domestic
users alone consume well in excess
of zoo million bulbs a year and one
type of machine at Thorn
Lighting's Merthyr factory makes
them at a speed of5ooo an hour !

By the r93o's electricity was
accepted as having eclipsed gas for
illumination. The'stink and bang'
industry (as it was once humorously
called) gave way gracefully to the
silent brilliance of the new light
source and the hitherto gloomy
streets and houses ofBritain, and
other advanced countries, began to
glitter with the diamond-like
brilliance of electric light.

Kfu* revm$w6&mmmry
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Jules (later Sir Jules) Thorn, who
was to become one of the most
influential men in the lighting
industry, started his Electric Lamp
Service Company in 1928, half a
century after Swan's carbon lamp
demonstration.

The first Thorn factory was set
up at Edmonton in r93z to mass
produce light bulbs. In those days
a buib cost around five shillings,
which could have been a big bite
out of a weekly wage. Continually
improving production techniques
have meant that bulbs today are
not only around the same price as
all those years ago, about 35p, but
a small part of anybody's wage.

Above Left Some of the earliest lighting
installations were on ships. RMS Titanic
went down in tgtz with her electric lights
still burning.
Bottom Left Mass production oJ lamps
realllt got under way during the rgzo's and
r9 jo's in factories like this Thorn factory,
set up in Edmonton, North London, in
I9 32.
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Today, lamps.are made in 
.

enormous quantltles ln tactorles
like the one at MerthYr TYdfil in
Wales.

Nowadays only companies with
massive resources like Thorn can
afford the research, investment and
machinery needed to be successful.

Some of the big comPanies'
research money goes into
discovering ways to make lamPs

use less electricitY. The modern
filament bulb is over four times
more efficient than Swan's earlY
lamps, and lasts nearlY three times
as long, as the table shows.

As the cost of current consumed
over the life of a bulb is far greater
than the cost ofa bulb,
manufacturers have naturallY
concentrated on imProving
efficiency rather than life.
Long-life btlbs can be made, but
onlv at the sacrifice of efficiency. In
r977 Thorn offered the Mazda
Double Life bulb with a slightlY
lower light output but) at 2ooo
hours, twice the normal life.

Of course, the normal household
bulb is not the onlY kind of
incandescent lamP. An amazrng

Abooe Extremes in lamP size; a rokW
tungsten halogen projector lamp compared
with the Thorn Mz9 tungsten halogen
cind filn ediror lamp. The tokW lamp is
st ill' ex r re m el y smal I by ol d-Ja sh io ned
standards:
Risht This Producrion line at rhe

T h"orn M e rr iy r Ty dfil J ac t ory, W al e s,

produces 5ooo lamPs Per hour.
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variety oftypes range from tinY
lamps no bigger than a grain of
rice - for indicator Purposes or
medical inspection - to giant rok$T
lamps for film and TV studios.

Filament lamPs are here to stay.
Thev are evervwhere - in the
,t...tr, railway stations, airfields,
factories, theatres, shiPs, offices,
aircraft, trains, buses, telePhone
booths, public houses. TheY are in
your home. Not onlY those You
iwitch on when you walk into a

room; you may have lights in Your

refrigerator, cooker, radio or hi-fi'
Theie are probably about 3o lamPs
in vour car, including the
daihboard, tail and sidelights,
interior lights and headlights.
Filament lamps are still extremely
convenient and versatile and have
passed the test of a centurY.

However, technologY moves on
and the modern era has brought
other forms of lighting with other
strengths. These are Proving more
and more influential and will take
lighting into the 2rst century.

Description Efficiency*
(Lumens Per watt)

Life
(Hours)

Early Carbon LamP 400

Squirted filament IOOO

Drawn filament
(vacuum lamp)

rooo

Coiled filament
(gas filled)

(gas filled)

Double Life

r r.6

TT.4

(coiled-coil filament)

*Average throughout life
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It may be hard for the average
person to realise) having read ofthe
struggles ofthe early pioneers, that
heating a wire filament was by no
means the obvious way of using
electricityto produce light. In
fact, it was and stiil is a far better
way ofproducing heat. The average
bulb - in engineering terms -
could quite legitimately be
regarded as an excellent heater
that wastes some of its energy in
dissipated light I

The fact that electricity could
produce light had been
dramatically revealed by Frankiin.
Von Musschenbroek (who first
discovered how to'charge' the
water container now known as the
Leyden Jar), must have been aware
of the brilliant blue light produced
by an electric spark. Incandescent
fiiaments were unheard of then.

Seamen, steeped in superstition,
were aware of the ghostly green
glow, known as St. Elmo's Fire,
that surrounded the masts and
upper rigging of ships in

thunderstorms. (Literary
connoisseurs will remember
Herman Melville's reference to it
in'Moby Dick'.)

So the early experimenters were
familiar with the assortment of
luminous phenomena associated
with high electrical potential
though they lacked the technology
to analyse and harness it. Davy,
with his arc lamp, showed how an
instantaneous discharge (like
lightning) could be harnessed and
controlled to give continuous light,
but the era of the discharge lamp -
the'obvious' light source, as we
prefer to think of it, had to wait a

little longer.

Discharge lamps are as different
from filament lamps as chalk from
cheese. All previous lamps in
history have relied on heat, but
the discharge lamp relies on light

emitted by a gas or vapour when
excited by an electric current
flowing through it. The reader will
be familiar with discharge lamps
since they are almost universally
used for street lighting.

The mauve colour of lightning is
characteristic ofa discharge in the
atmosphere, but discharges in
other vapours or gases produce
many different effects and colours.

In a discharge lamp an arc, a
miniature'flash of lightning', is
struck between two electrodes
enclosed in a glass tube containing
an inert gas or vapour. A choke or
other device controls the flow of
electricity so that it produces a

steady glow instead ofan
instantaneous flash, and heat
generated by the arc vapourises
metals which emit their
characteristic colours of light.

Outer bulb

Support frarne

Electrode

Arc rube

Sodiumormercury

Screw cap

Standard single-ended ;,

bulb rype discharge lamp



Discharge lamps use one of two
metallic elements - sodium and
mercury - which are both
fascinating as chemicals in their
own right. The metal is contained
in an inner'arc'tube which has a
stream of electrons passing through
it. The metal vapourises, becomes
excited and emits radiation.

A sodium discharge is odd
because at iow pressure (which is
how the most efficient lamps work)
all the light is yellow. Mercury
emits blueigreen light, and sends
offan awful lot of invisible ultra
violet. Certain colours are missing
from the light given out by the
mercury arc and these can be
partially restored by using the
ultra violet to make phosphors
glow on the inner surface ofthe
bulb.

Discharge lamps have
overwhelming advantages. One is
the amount of light they give.
Light is measured in'lumens'and
an incandescent bulb gives about
Iz lumens per watt. Discharge
lamps can radiate - and this is a
fact that always appeals to
ratepayers - up to r 6o lumens per
watt. Moreover) they are
comparatively cool. An
incandescent lamp of rooo watts
(as used perhaps in studios) is
intensely hot and the wattage is out
ofa1l proportion to the light
emitted. A rooo watt discharge
lamp is cooler, may be no bigger
than an ostrich egg, and throws off
seven times as much light. A slight
snag is that discharge lamps cannot
run direct from the mains supply,
and need special circuitry (called
'control gear'in the trade).

It is easy to forget that the
discharge lamp was discovered azd
zsed before the filament lamp. In
the carbon arc lamp Davy
demonstrated in r8ro the discharge
took place in air between two
carbon electrodes. As explained
earlier, arc lamps were it use from
the r85o's but they were difficult
to control and gave a spluttering
uneven light. When the more
convenient filament lamp was
produced, arcs lost popularity for
nearlv 7o years.

,\part from carbon arc lamps, the
hrst discharge lamp to be produced
;ommerciallv \vas one in which the

discharge took place in mercury
vapour. A mercury arc lamp - of a

kind - was demonstrated as early
as r 860, but more successfully by
Peter Cooper-Hewitt in r9or.
Commercial tubes were introduced
in r9ro. In those days mercury was
placed in a long sealed tube in
liquid form and to start the lamp it
had to be tipped by hand so that
mercury ran down to the lower
electrode before the arc could be
'struck'. Once struck, the arc would
vapourise enough of the mercury
for the lamp to operate.

Similar lamps were used in
photocopying machines until
recently. In a smaller, high pressure
version introduced for street
lighting in the USA about r9r6,
the tube was tilted electrically.

The tilting snag was overcome
by sealing mercury into the tube
with argon gas at low pressure. An
external starter was used to provide
a high voltage starting.'kick'. It was
this improved version which was to
give rise to niodern mercury and
fluorescent lamps.

In r932, high pressure mercury
and low pressure sodium lamps
were introduced for streetlighting.
Nowadays, when thousands of
miles of motorway, main roads and
city streets are lit by discharge
lamps, it is hard to imagine what
driving must have been like
without them.

Low pressure sodium is one of
the most widespread forms of
discharge lamp and is a paradox.
In one way it is incredibly good,
but in another incrediblv bad. The
lamp is very efficient, producing up
to 16o lumens per watt, and is not
too difficult to make. It also has a
long life. This is good for the
ratepayer) who receives a lot of
'light-hours' for his money.

The bad thing is that sodium
vapour at low pressure, when
excited, emits only intense yeilow
Iight. This means that red and

Below Dr. Maurice Cayless now retired
from the Thorn laboratories at Leicester.
He was one of the scientists uho made the
high pressure sodium lamp feasible.
Bottom The first tjtpe of discharge lamp
to be produced commercialllt was the
mercur)) oapour lamp. This one was
produced by Peter Cooper-Hewitt during
the first decade of this centur). To strike
rhe arc, the tube had to be rilted by hand.
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green look the same and the
observer can no longer see colours.

Fairly recently, researchers
discovered a surprising effect. If
the pressure ofsodium vapour in a
tube is raised to about one quarter
of an atmosphere, the frequency of
the emitted light spreads in an 

'

unexpected way over a wider part
of the visible spectrum, giving a
rich golden colour. In 1957 Dr.
Maurice Cayless (later with the
Thorn laboratories at Leicester)
helped to develop this most
important new light source - the
high preesure sodium lamp. But it

took ten years to make, on a
commercial scale, components able
to resist one of the most aggressive
chemicals known - sodium vapour
at 7oo-8oo'C. In a triumph of
materials technology, Thorn
perfected a small one-piece inner
tube to hold the vapour. This was
made of alumina oxide which can
resist the vapour, but is transparent
to light. The advantages of high
light output, high efficacy and long
life have become such a tremendous
boon, not only ro road lighting
authorities, but also to industry and
a great many other places where it is
necessary to see for long periods
after dark and at the lowest possible
cost. There are now many examples
ofelectrical costs being halved and
at the same time illuminance
increasing. More recently de luxe
high pressure sodium lamps have
expanded applications to more
interiors. Sports halls and
swimming pools are well suited to
the golden white colour as are
offices, particularly when lit with
uplights. Free standing units can be
used to bounce light from the
ceiling with the advantage that glare
is greatly reduced, the uplight can
be easily moved where flexible desk
layout is needed, and no ceiling
wiring or trunking is necessary.

4bove .Peterbor ough Dat a Pr oce s sing
Seraice's headquarters illuminated by high
pressure sodium and metal halide lamps in
uplight.mode.
Top Left The M4 between Heathrow and
Maidenhead, lit by high pressure sodium
lamPs.
Left High pressure sodium lamps proaide
p_lenty of light for swimmers at Newport
Leisure Centre.
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Meanwhile, scientists had been
busy trying to find waYs of making
tsebf the ionsiderable amount of
ultra-violet light emitted bY a

mercury arc tube.

It was known that certain
chemicals (for those readers
interested in chemistrY, zinc
cadmium sulphide is one of the
most basic) can be made to glow
briehtlv - or fluoresce - when
uofruaiaea with ultra-violet light.
So the lamp engineers Placed a

fluorescent coating inside the
mercury lamp, therebY making use

not onlv of tlie direct light from the
arc, bui also converting the
invisible ultra-violet to visible light
to get a better effect. Between r95o
and r 97o huge strides were made bY

industrial chemists in the
development ofphosPhors and it
is now possible to make mercury
discharge lamps which have quite
good colour rendering.

The mercury discharge lamP has

siven rise to a number of
Interesting variations. The use of
metallic iodine or bromine
comoounds in the arc tube has

madl it possible to change the
normal bluish light from a mercurY
arc into a much whiter light, and
changes have also taken place in the
struciure of the lamP. These lamPs,

called'metal halide lamPs', are

supremely effective for
floodlighting; theY have a verY

high light output Per watt, are

extremely comPact and are

obtainable in high wattages. TheY
therefore have all the
characteristics required for splendid
outdoor lighting schemes, or for the
lishtine of buildings which have

virv hGh ceilings, where the light
needs to be bright to reach down to
the work surface'

By achieving the best blend of
halide, phosphor coating and inert
gas filling, metal halide lamPs have

become very efficient (uP to 8o
lumens per watt), with great aPPeal

for use in shops, hotels and
commercial premises. However,
perhaps the crowning achievement
is the compact r5oW lamP
pioneered by Thorn. This single
ended lamp gives high quality white
light for commercial interiors and
eiternal floodlighting. The lamP
provides the excellent colour
iharacteristics of metal halide in a
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package which combines compact
convenience with high efficacy, long
life and economy operating on
conventional control gear. Further
developments are aimed at 7oW and
35!7 ratings so that evolution of a

new range of metal halide sources
will extend the application of
discharge lamps yet further.

No bigger than a walnut, is the
CSI lamp which uses a mercury arc
discharge, but has special metallic
iodides added to the gas in the bulb
and produces an intensely brilliant
white light. It was first used in 1969
to light West Ham Football Club,
because BBC colour television had
started outdoor sports broadcasts
and colour TV cameras need better
light than monochrome TV. A total
of 324 of these lamps round the
pitch gave a level of light
approaching that of the inside of a
well lit supermarket.

Today leading installations
include the Epcot Centre, Florida
and many of the world's leading
stadia such as Shea Stadium, home
of the New York Mets baseball
team.

A rooo watt CSI lamp, one and a
half inches in diameter, gives about
enough light to equal 8o average
household bulbs. Efficiency is about
8o lumens per watt and its average
life is still rooo hours or more. The
most exciting use for the compact
source iodide lamp is probably
filming, for example, many of the
scenes from the film Star Wars -
and also more recently Superman, -
were lit by CSI lamps, since it is
absolutely ideal for cine
photography.

It would not be true to say that
Joseph Swan never dreamed ofa
lamp such as this. He probably did,
because above all he was a

Top Left The unique Epcot Centre in
Florida demonstrates impressixe use of the
CSI lamp.
Middle Left West Ham Football Club's
ground at Upton Park started the ball
rolling for CSI football floodlighting with
the first installarion, in t969.
Bottom Left Discharge floodlighting
holds back the night at Barrlt Island.
Above Thorn CSI lamps helped'Clark
Kent' on his way in the film'Superman'.
Top Right Lighting our uay ro uictorl;

fluorescent lighting came in time to help
wartime production.
Bottom Right Phosphor glouing undey,
UV radiation.

visionary. He mig ht, perhaps, have
under-estimated the formidable
amount of engineering and
development work needed to turn
it into a commercial realitl'.

However, discharge lamps,
though easily the most intriguing
of today's light sources and almost
certainly the ones which still have
the greatest potential for
development, are not manufactured
or used in quantities anything like
the fluorescent tube, which
supplies 8o% of all the world's
artificial light.
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There is no doubt that from r94o
- r97o, fluorescent tubes became
the dominant light source. In the
previous chapter we touched on
fluorescent chemicals and their
significance in improving the
performance of discharge lamps. It
is important not to confuse

fluorescence with phosphorescence.
Phosphorescent substances glow of
their own accord, though some of
them appear to be able to absorb
energy and re-emit it over a period,
like the luminous numbers on the
dial ofyour alarm clock, but
fluorescent chemicals are quite
different. They glow only when
activated by ultra-violet light, or
by other types of radiation.

The television set you sit
watching each evening could not
work unless there were fluorescent
chemicals on the screen and, in fact
a colour television screen is a very
complex piece of mechanism using
three different coloured phosphors -
red, blue and green arranged in
dots or lines almost too small to be
visible to the naked eye and which
when used in different combinations
produce the whole range of colours
that you see when, say, you watch
Coronation Street.

Again, fluorescent chemicals have
been used for many years in
advertising signs and posters and these
paints and printing inks have been
known for some time in the trade
as 'day-glo'. They simply use the



ultra-violet Iight already
penetrating the atmosphere from
the sun and re-emit it as visible
light, so that the lettering on a sign,
or poster, appears much brighter
than a standard printing ink.

It was in r94o when the Blitz
hit London, that fluorescent tubes
were first used to light the arms
factories which helped pave the
way to victory. Many wartime
factories were lit with the early
fluorescent tubes, though the
fittings were a bit rough and ready.
(Fluorescent lamps, like discharge
lamps need special circuitry inside
the fitting and cannot work
straight offthe mains.)

STithin 15 years fluorescent
lighting had become an
unbelieveable success story -
remember our estimate that nearly
8o% ofall artificial light is now
fluorescent?

Surprising - until one remembers
the lighting'explosion' that took
place in factories, shops, offices and
public buildings, as well as the
demand for higher light levels to
match our increasing affiuence,
(as it was then !).

How did this new force in
lighting come to challenge the
supremacy of the filament lamp,
and the awesome potential of the
discharge lamp? Well, fluorescent
tubes are a form of discharge lamp.
Just as incandescence and
electricity made the filament lamp
possible, the discharge principle
was wedded to fluorescence to
produce a very effective lamp
indeed.

The inventive Edison knew of
fluorescence, back in r896, though
he never made a fluorescent lamp.
But he was working on the right
lines. He knew that if the outer
glass tube of a discharge lamp was
coated on its inside with certain
powdered phosphors, the UV
radiation emitted by the discharge
might energise the powders to
fluoresce brightly.

Because fluorescent lamps
produce much less heat than
filament types and because they
convert most of their electrical
energy into visible light, they are
much more efficient; up to 90
lumens per watt can be produced.

Although workable fluorescent
lamps were developed in Britain,
they were first shown tentatively to
the public at an exhibition in
Cincinatti in 1935 and more
convincingly in New York in 1938.
Thorn involved itself in the new
technology after the war and by
ry46had installed them in Old
Broad Street and Brompton Road.
In r948, Thorn became the first
European company to start
mass-producing this new highly
efficient form of lighting, and today
it has one of the most modern
fluorescent tube factories in the
world, making 4o million tubes
e!r'ery year at Enfield. More than
halfare exported.

Phosphor development and
manufacture is a science all on its
own. Traces of rare elements
added to a phosphor can completely
alter its colour or efficiency, and
the processes ofrefinement and
purification are still producing
improvements. Essentially the
skill of industrial chemists has
been to blend phosphors to produce
the colours of light most people
need, or like, rather than the cold
bluish colour some early tubes are
remembered for.

Yet good colour must be
combined with efficiency. A major
breakthrough came in r95r when
Dr. Peter Ranby then Thorn
Lighting's chief chemist, produced
the first fluorescent halophosphate,
an artificial phosphor which made
possible high efficiency'white'

tubes. Even so, good colour
sometimes has to be traded against
efliciency, so customers are given a
choice. Different tubes provide a
wide choice of shades of white, from
'warm'to'cool'.

Like the filament lamp, the
cylinder of light which is 'just
another fluorescent tube' is an
engineering marvel. The modern
tube can produce 9o lumens per
watt, compared with the paltry 35
lumens per watt of a r94o's tube,
and its useful'life'has been
extended from zooo to 75oo hours.
In fact it will last an incredibly long



time, but after several thousand
hours the phosphor becomes
exhausted and the light output falls.
This is why fluorescent tubes
should be replaced before they fail.
(It is worth menrioning that all
lamps - of whatever kind - have a
characteristic high efficiency during
their first few hours, after which the
light output falls - rapidly at first,
then more slowly.)

The range offluorescent tube
colours has been improved with
multi-phosphors, and rheir
efficiency in light hours is now over
seven times better than the product
which first brought the concept of
shadow-free lighting to the wartime
factories of Britain.

The'universal' lamp has yet to be
invented, but in r98r the fluorescent
lamp became a serious challenger by
dealing yet another almighty blow
against the filament lamp. The
compact fluorescent lamp, such as
Thorn's r6W 2D, was introduced as
an energy saving replacement for
the ordinary bulb. The 2D lamp is a
52o mm long by 13 mm outside
diameter tube bent into a tight,
double 'D' shape and supported by
a central mounting plate which
incorporates the starter. Consuming
only zr circuit watts it has a light
output approaching that of a rooW'
bulb, but saves around 8o per cent
ofthe energy. Substantial savings
are possible, especially where lights
are in continuous use, such as in
hallways, corridors, lobbies and
outside security lighting. But energy

Opposite H ig h sp e e d fluore scent
manufacture at Thorn's Enfield factory.
Ab'ove Tubes produced pr:ooide'up to-3o
distinct 'colours' including ulta-oiolel for
displalt purposes (centre). The user has a
wide choice oJ 'white' colours.
Above Right t7 miles oJ fluorescent
luminaires light up the National
Vestminsler Tower.
Middle Left The 2D lamp challenges the
GLS lamp (ordinary light bulb).
Middle Right Literally dozens of r6W
2D downlights haae been used in Galerias
Victoria, a Portugese furniture store.
Lower Right High frequency electronic
ballast.

saving isn't its only feature. It has a
life five times longer than a filament
lamp, is comparatively cool running
and is similar in colour appearance
to an incandescent lamp.

Improvements in 2D technology
are growing all the time, from the
humble beginnings of iust one lamp
- there is now a family: r6tJ7, z8W
and 38!7 in many colours. Whilst
breaking away from the 2D shape,
but still utilising the principle the
4oW 2L lamp uses a'U'shape. This
compact fluorescent now extends
applications in commercial areas
such as offices and stores replacing
conventional'U'tubes and rzoo mm
linear lamps.

Throughout the history of
lighting we have become used to
new developments being
synonymous with a new shape, or a

new colour perhaps, but the 'works'
or engine is often the same that is
used in several earlier models - few
people actually look under the
bonnet. Fluorescent luminaires
have not been an exception in this
respect but now a new era is taking
place in the control gear used to
start the fluorescent lamp. Those



familiar with modern discharge
lamp circuits will know that the
electronic ignitor employed to start
the lamp has been in use for more
than a decade. The use of electronic
devices to start fluorescent lamps is
a far more recent introduction. The
electronic ballast provides instant
flicker-free starting for single and
twin standard fluorescent lamPs uP
to r8oo mm in length. It takes
advantage of a characteristic of
fluorescent lamps whereby greater
efficacy is obtained at high
frequency, typically 3zkHz. The
overall achievement in a suitable
luminaire is an energy reduction of
20 to 30 per cent whilst still
maintaining the lighting level. This
is due to improved lamp efficacY at
high frequency operation and
reduced circuit power losses as the
new solid state unit contains no
conventional copper windings.
What is certain is that electronic
development is likely to increase in
pace, as ingenuity expands the
demand for more sophisticated
starting and control.
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Though the filament lamp reigned
supreme for the first half century
after Swan, it has had to share the
second halfwith fluorescent and
discharge lamps. But in the 6os it
made a comeback, in a new guise
which Thorn helped to give it. This
new development was originally
called the quartz-iodine lamp.
Regrettably, this delightful sci-fi
soubriquet had to give way in the
interests of accuracy to the name
now used - the tungsten-halogen
lamp.

We have said that a normal
filament lamp is not efficient.
Another flaw is that the light output
diminishes gradually through the
lamp's life because the filament
burns away and the glass becomes
blackened. Particles of tungsten
evaporate from the hot filament and
form a coating on the glass and the
hotter the filament the blacker it
gets. Old fashioned high power
lamps for studios in which the
filaments are operated at
temperatures just below the
melting-point of tungsten, had to
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have loose granules oftungsten in
them so that between film sessions
assistants could shake the bulb
and scrape the'soot' from inside !

However, if the escaping atoms
could be captured and sent back
to the filament, the blackening
would be prevented and filament
life prolonged. Amazingly, in the
late r95os scientists found a way
ofdoing this, through the discovery
ofthe'halogen cycle'.

If a very small quantity of one of



the less corrosive halogens, such as
iodine or bromine is added to the
conventional gas filling, it combines
with the evaporated tungsten to
form tungsten-halide, preventing
deposition on the glass. Movement
ofthe gases in the bulb carries the
tungsten-halide back to the filament,
where the tungsten settles on to the
cooler parts. This allowed a much
smaller bulb to be used, so that the
gas pressure could be increased
from about halfto about four
atmospheres, reducing the rate of
evaporation of the filament.

Because of this discovery,
engineers could either make the
filament last longer) or else run it at
a higher temperature providing
extra brightness over the same life.
In practice, typical tungsten halogen
lamps combine both advantages,
by being 5o ){ brighter and lasting
twice as long as a normal lamp. At
the same time, lamp efficiency is
doubled - to about 25 lumens per
watt.

Predictably there were difficulties
getting the wonder filament lamp
into production. The bulb wall
operates at around 25ooc because
it has been brought closer to the hot
filament by reducing bulb size. As
glass would have melted, the bulb
was made from a more robust
transparent material, quartz. But
quartz is hard on the normal
diamond disc cutters used in
production, so the engineers
brought in a high technology cutter
- the laser. A beam from a powerful
industrial laser cuts through the
quartz tubing in a matter of seconds.
Incidentally, this was probably the
first time lasers were used in
productive work in manufacturing
industry. An incidental problem
was that quartz will not adhere
readily to metal and this made it
difficult to seal the point where the
Iead-in wires entered the lamp.
This snag was overcome by using
specially designed molybdenum seal
with a very fine cross section, able to
flex when the seal is 'pinched'.

Left 'Cooking by light'with a Halogen
Heat hob.
Right Latest technology; a powerful
industrial laser is used to cut quartz during
production of tungsten halogen lamps.

At first, iodine was the halogen
used, which is why the first lamps
that came on the market in 196r
were called'quartz-iodine' I now
bromine is used in photographic
lamps. Its colour qualities are better,
but iodine is still the normal
halogen for mains-voltage lamps.
Perhaps the greatest contribution
made by British engineers to
tungsten halogen techniques lay in
achieving close control ofthe
halogen'dosage'. Too much
halogen eats away the lead wires to
the filament, while too little permits
the blackening of the bulb that the
halogen is added to prevent. The
new lamps also called for superb
manufacturing skills because to the
existing difficulties of working the
particularly stubborn metal

tungsten were added the
intransigence ofquartz glass - a
very hard substance with a higher
melting point and more difficult
to manipulate than glass.

But the world now has a new
form of filament lamp; very bright,
very small and long lasting. It is
too expensive to threaten the
established filament lamp in the
home, but has taken ovei in many
applications where small, extra-
bright lamps are needed. When, in
1967 Thorn hauled a Mini onto the
third floor of the London Hilton,
the company showed the world's
press one such application - the
first dip-beam tungsten halogen
car headlamps. The Automobile
Association was so impressed that

ffi
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it gave Thorn an AA award for
contributing to road safety by
providing much brighter light
without dazzle. The company also
received one ofits four Queens
Awards plus a 1985 Design Council
Award for its contribution to
tungsten halogen technology.

Tungsten halogen brought a
revolution in floodlighting since,
with such compact sources, lamps,
reflectors and complete floodlights
could be made much smaller.
Sports clubs could do away with the
large, clumsy floodlights they had
been using, which needed very
strong towers or masts. The new
small floodlights were cheaper to
buy and cheaper to run for the same
amount of light, and floodlit sport
became the norm rather than the
exception.

Efficient and robust tungsten
halogen lamps are also now widely
used for vehicle headlamps and
foglamps, airfield landing lights
and aircraft.

Above 5omm and tinjt j5mm diameter
low aoltage tungsten halogen display
lamps.
Top Right One hundred years ago the
Royal Cornwall Gazette recorded that the
Redruth Rugby Club installed electric
floodlighting (carbon arc). It uas probabljt
the first sports club to do so.
Right Principles, New Bond Street,
where low aoltage tungsten halogen and 2D
luminaires assist in the projection of an
image of sophistication and qualitjt.
Far Right Tungsten halogen lamps
contribute to ztisibilitjt and safety at
airports across the world.
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In addition, whole new
generstions ofcine and slide
projectors, as well as the lamp
housings themselves, have been
designed round the marvellous
compactness and brilliance of this
lamp. The most profound change,
however, has been in the display
world with the development of the
miniature low voltage (rzV) dichroic
mirror lamp. The combination of a
tiny tungsten halogen lamp set into
a dichroic-coated mirror (diameter
is only 50 mm for the 5o!7 rating)
gives great optical benefits. The
reflector produces a precise,
uniform beam resulting in intense,
efficient light of high colour
rendering and good appearance.
The dichroic mirrors allow most of
the heat to pass backward whilst
reflecting a cool beam oflight

forward. This resulting'cool-
lightbeam'is most important in
displays as a wide range of
merchandise, from watches to
foodstuff may suffer from heat
produced by conventional lamps.
Due to the efficiency a 5o\V lamp
compares with a power hungry
r5orfi/ PAR 38 spot and thus leading
retailers are now utilising the
benefits.

A derivative ofthe linear tungsren
halogen lamp is Thorn's Halogen
Heat Lamp. This cleverly uses
shortwave infra-red light to provide
instantaneously radiated heat and is
ideal for applications that require a
source ofheat eg space heating for
churches, flat top cooking hobs,
catering services, therapeutic heat
treatment and industrial ovens. The
'cooking by light' principle brings

with it the bonus of immediate
response and efficient control, and
bridges the gap between gas and
electric cookers.

SHhat of tfue
futureP

Swan, with his filament lamp,
gave mankind his first bright
unwavering light. Later, the choice
ofelectric light broadened to
include fluorescent and discharge
lighting. But technology cannot
stand still. What will light our way
into the twenty-first century?

Some promising ideas are already
with us, such as discharge lamps for
car headlights, but need more



research to make them both cheap
and practical. Aldington in ry47
discovered the remarkable
properties of an electric discharge in
xenon gas at high pressure, but only
a few applications have been found
for it.

A z kilowatt xenon lamp
installed in a New Zealand
lighthouse is so bright that it can be
seen 20 miles away in daylight. Yet
the lamp, in a quartz globe, is little
over 30 centimetres long and 9oo
grams in weight. (It also required
a 40 ooov 'starting kick' !) This
amazing lamp has a surface
brightness almost the same as the
sun !

Then too, there is more to be
learned about phosphors. It has
been discovered that some
phosphors can actually turn heat
into light, so that in time some of
the power wasted in all types of
lamps may be converted into
luminous energy. This is a rich
field for further scientific work.

Another development relying on
phosphors is the electro-
luminescent panel, a glowing panel
of light used in information signs in
aircraft, car dashboards and other
applications where low brightness
is sufficient.

Even more fascinating is the
image retaining panel, in which
phosphors are sandwiched between
two plates, one of which is
transparent. These plates are able
to retain patterns oflight (like
photographic plates) some time
after exposure to say, light or
X-rays. They are used in radar
display tubes, scientific instruments
and equipment providing instant
X-ray pictures of, say suspicious
parcels.

Right Tuo deoelopments stemming from
electroluminescent panels are Imag e
Retaining Panels and Image Storage
Panels. They haae the petuliar property
of emitting light only when triggered by
external radiation - such as light or
X-rays - in addition to eleoric current
and can therefore retain shadou images;
like a photographic plate.

The image storage panel shown is being
used to giae an instant X-ray of a parcel
bomb.
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As for other future light sources,
who knows? One space-age type
being used already is the tritium
light, which relies on the radio-
active decay oftritium gas and
requires no power at all. The gas is
sealed into a capsule which can be
any shape or size, and emits a low
level, cold, white light which is
being used in instruments, night
sights for guns, obstacle markers,
in vehicles and on boats. The light
is tough, needs no attention, and
lasts up to 20 years. It is also
harmless to health as the level of
radiation is very small, but it is not
nearly bright enough to light your
living room.

Other sources could rely on new
ways ofexciting phosphors or
gases, possibly even using lasers.
A laser is itselfa light source,
providing intensely'pure' light of

a single wavelength and rn narrow
beams that are virtually parallel
and do not spread out. A laser can
concentrate light so powerfully as
to produce incredible
concentrations ofenergy, which is
why some laser beams can slice
through solid materials such as
steel. These abilities could lead
to novel light sources in the next
century.

We can also foresee self or heat
excited phosphors which can be
used to make whole areas fluoresce.
A touch of a switch, for example,
and a complete ceiling may lightup,
or a wall.

Light emitting diodes - like
transistors but emitting light - are
already in use as indicator lamps,
but at the moment cannot radiate
sufficient light for general purposes.
But we shall see.



It is not enough to develop a

new light source. The light we
have must be used effectively and
directed to where it will do most
good. The design of fittings and
complete lamp units, or
luminaires, is something we can
only touch on, but engineers are
working patiently to improve them.
Many office and factory lighting
schemes rely on fluorescent tubes
but the lamps, fittings and ceilings
are designed together as complete
integral systems aimed at providing
comfortable working conditions.
Some ofthese are heat recovery
systems in which the heat produced
by the lamps, instead of being
wasted, is used to warm the air
being introduced by the air
conditioning. Another fifty years
will see even more progress in the
field of integrated environment
control.

Lighting increasingly will be
about energy management in which
forms of switching, control, optics,
light source technology and circuits
require co-ordination. Engineers are
developing electronics aiming to
provide the perfect operating lamp.

While there is always room for
inspired innovators and inventors,
rnost future progress will be made
by the mafor lighting companies.
Thorn invest {3 million a year in
research and development alone,
have built one of the most advanced
lighting research laboratories in the
world and have a large staffof
skilled scientists able to take new
discoveries and develop them.
These, with the production
engineers and the marketing
specialists, are the people who will
take lighting on - to zooo eu and
beyond. Below A laser light show.



Nowadays light bulbs are so
commonplace that hardly anyone
gives them a second thought - until
they fail. But they are precision
instruments - and should be
treated accordingly.

For instance, although the
filaments are as robust as the
lightmakers can make them, the
lamps should not be subiected
to undue shock, stress or vibration.

It is not generally realised,
either, that all lamps are designed
to be burned in a given position;
cap up, cap down (as with
decorative candle lamps) and in
some cases, horizontal e.g.
incandescent striplights - not to be
confused with fluorescent lamps.
Use the lamp incorrectly and the
probable result will be early failure.

The commonest mistake is to

burn a light bulb in too small a

fitting or shade. Remembering the
temperatures quoted earlier, this
can easily result in overheating and
early failure. Again the mains
voltage should be constant and
match the rating of the lamp. Too
high a voltage can wreak havoc with
a filament though you will get a

very bright light from it.

By far the commonest myth
about light bulbs - one that would
have amused Joseph Swan - is that
somehow manufacturers could, if
they wished, make bulbs last
almost for ever.

If only this were true ! But the
standards of quality now demanded
oflight bulbs have reached their
zenith. Life can only be extended
by greatly lowering the efficiency
of the lamp; and the ratio between
life and brightness is the one big
enigma facing all lamp engineers.
With something like a flashbulb,
lasting only a few milliseconds, the

answer is obvious; brilliance is
everything.

At one time Swan would have
given a fortune ifhe could have
been shown how to make an
electric lamp give well over roco
lumens of light and last zooo hours.

It is well to remember, over one
hundred years after his first
faltering triumph, how the
monumental service he performed
for mankind is now so widely taken
for granted, that piles oflight bulbs
appear in grocery shops along with
the bread and butter, sell for a
quarter the price of a packet of
cigarettes, and certainly cost the
average household less than it does
to feed the cat for a week.

We, in Thorn, pay tribute to this
outstanding man and extend our
good wishes to his home town,
Newcastle.

Ifever a man deserved to have
his name up in lights, it is Sir
Joseph Swan.
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